
IQ Series IQ-AR Adapter Rings
Always the Right Adapter on Hand

It‘s a story as old as media technology itself: Only an HDMI cable
has been installed at the lectern, but the speakers want to use
their own devices for the presentation. Laptops and tablets with
(mini) DisplayPort, USB-C or DVI either don‘t work or they must
be adapted. So you provide a bunch of adapters, but after two
days they have gone missing without a trace. This costs time,

money and nerves, but does not need to be the case. Our IQ
series adapter rings solve this problem simply and easily. The
adapter ring is attached to the cable so each presenter can
choose his or her appropriate adapter, but not take it with them
easily. This way, all adapters always stay in place and can be
reused at any time.
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NEW RELEASE DOCUMENT

HDMI for Your Meeting Room

The IQ HDMI adapter rings are available in four variations:
IQ-AR100/110 for 2K HDMI as well as IQ-AR200/210 for 4K HDMI,
each including three or six adapters.

USB-C for Your Laptop Bag

The IQ-AR300 4K USB-C adapter ring is equipped with four USB-C
male connector adapters. This makes the latest laptops and mobile
devices compatible with older conference technology.

All Common Signals

The adapter rings come in a variety of configurations. With HDMI, DVI,
USB-C, (Mini) DisplayPort, Mini and Micro HDMI as well as VGA, every
common signal type is covered.

Perfect Transmission

All adapters are equipped with gold-plated precision plug contacts,
ensuring safe, unaltered, and long-term dependable signal
transmission.

Anti-Theft for Individual Adapters ...

The self-developed cable lock and fastening system prevents the steel
wire rope from being opened and thus prevents the unauthorized
removal of individual adapters.

... and the Whole Ring

Using the included cable tie, the whole ring is fixed to a signal cable
of any diameter for preventing theft or accidential loss, making it
infinitely reusable - Simply swap the cable tie.
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